Hello everyone,

The times for the excursion to Melbourne tomorrow are as follows:

Be at train station by 7:20 A.M for bus departure at 7:30 A.M
Bus will arrive back in Bendigo at 6:05 P.M

All tickets have been purchased.
Children need to be in school uniform for the excursion.
Please wear shorts under long pants as the long pants will be needed for ice-skating. Also bring a jumper, just in case it gets chilly!!

ALL CHILDREN MUST BRING:
LUNCH, SNACKS AND WATER.
ENOUGH TO LAST THE WHOLE DAY PLEASE!!

The “Walk to School” campaign for October has commenced across the State. A photographer from the Bendigo Council came today to take photos of the children walking and riding to school. The bus travellers do some exercise when they arrive.
At Raywood Primary we do 30 minutes of fitness every morning as well as 30 minutes of Phys-Ed daily. In total we have an hour of exercise everyday!!

Thanking you,
Mrs Colbert
Principal